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> Shipyard Moves | Going to New Lengths
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This 850 ton 162’ x 40’ x 14.3’ workboat didn’t start out that way. The shipyard was commissioned to lengthen the
vessel to it’s current dimensions and Berard got the call to move it. Using fifty-six lines of both SLE and ESE
transporters, driven by six power paks, the Berard Team first moved the vessel from the drydock to the fabrication
area. When the new middle section was ready it was moved into position to mate the sections together. Once the
mating process was complete, the vessel was then moved to the drydock. Mission accomplished in a safe, timely
manner.

> Tight Spaces | 650 Ton Deck Move
Tight spaces are no match for the
maneuverability of the Mega PST’s. This 650
ton four pile offshore platform was offloaded
for refurbishment by the Berard Team using
32 axlelines of ESE transporters driven by
four power paks.
Operating in super tight and soft ground
conditions Berard moved the platform from
the deck barge to the fabricators yard with
ease thanks to the Mega PST’s and the skills
of operator Hubert Landry.
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> Vegas Baby! | Berard to Attend Power-Gen
Berard does Vegas! The Berard Team is headed to the POWER-GEN
International 2009 show in Las Vegas, NV December 8-10. The show is
the world’s largest exhibition designed to connect key suppliers with
influential decision makers in the power generation field. If your
attending the show be sure to stop by and visit with us!
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> Berard to Attend Workboat Show in NOLA
It’s that time of year again, Big Easy here we come! The Berard Team
will be attending the 2009 International Workboat Show in New Orleans
December 2-4, 2009 at the Ernest Morial Convention Center. The show
is the largest commercial marine trade show in North America. We
invite everyone to come by the Berard booth (2810) and visit with us.
See ya there!
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> Employee Spotlight | Rogers Courville
Rogers Courville - Driver/Rigger
Since April of 2005 Rogers Courville has been a
valued member of the Berard Team. When asked what
he likes most about the job his reply is much like
everyone at Berard: “Everyday is something
different”.
Rogers is a hard worker and a dedicated team member
who gets the job done and is always there to lend a
hand. He also works alongside his twin brother Roy
and together they make a great team and we’re glad to
have them both here with us at Berard.
Rogers is married to Jackie and have two children
Scott & Alita.

Rogers in action on a recent job.

You’re not seeing double, it’s the Courville twins
Rogers & Roy.
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